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PANEL 3: GAME CHANGERS 

Agribusiness, Creative Industries, and Tourism 
 

Moderator: Quintin Pastrana – Entrepreneur, Corporate Executive and Communications Professional  

Guest Speaker: Hon. Joey Sarte Salceda – Representative, Albay 2nd District; and Vice Chairperson, 
House Committee on Economic Affairs  

Panelist 1: Hon. Rolando Cañizal – Undersecretary for Administration and Special Concerns, Department 
of Tourism (DOT)  

Panelist 2: Henry J. Schumacher – Creative Industries Expert  

Panelist 3: Philip Soliven – President, Cargill 

Panel 3: Discussion 

Quintin Pastrana: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. We will make this quick and get right into the 
discussion. Congressman, thank you so much for outlining a robust and progressive agenda. We have 
three disparate industries but they are the game changers, as Arangkada organizers like to say. But one 
thing that connects them together, the common denominator here is the need for infrastructure and 
government support so I would like to get your views on that lens as to where your industries are right 
now. The industries that you represent: tourism, creative industries, and agribusiness. What do you 
need in terms of the specific infrastructure development plans and programs for support, incentives, 
and otherwise? 

DOT Usec. Rolando Cañizal: Thank you very much, Quintin (Pastrana). For the tourism sector, the need 
for infrastructure is very vital. With about 7,107 destinations that we have, it is really very important 
that we connect all of these destinations. When we talk of infrastructure, we are talking here of airport 
and roads. But now we are also looking at seaport as part of our development program because we see 
the development of seaports specifically on cruise tourism as a vital and a game changer for the tourism 
sector. For the road development, we are very happy that the Congress has been supporting us in terms 
of the Convergence Program with public works and highway in terms of putting up roads leading to 
tourism destinations. In the previous administration, we were able to construct 2,500 kilometers of 
roads. Hopefully with this new administration we will be able to complete around 4,000 kilometers of 
road that will eventually connect tourism sights to tourism gateways.  

Quintin Pastrana: There is also the factor, undersecretary, of boosting domestic tourism apart from 
international and regional tourist. Henry (Schumacher), we spoke earlier about this industry being 
relatively new, the industry is just getting together as a group. Tell us what stage are you in right now 
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and what kind of support would you need, especially on the technology side and getting your roadmap 
in play? 

Henry J. Schumacher: Thank you very much. I think we have been discussing about creative industries 
for a very long time and have not really got the message across to everybody. How big that industry is. 
What the potential of that industry is. I have good news and bad news. Let us start with the good news, 
the industry has decided to come together and we have formed an organization that basically we move 
from there. We know pretty clearly that we have to create a master plan and more importantly a 
communication plan. The bad news is that we have not succeeded to be recognized by government. 
Government is ignoring basically this enormous sector. It is employing at the moment about 5 million 
people and US$11 billion of revenues. The potential is basically linking up with the KPM industry and 
linking up with what you are going to talk about later, artificial intelligence and so on. We have to make 
every effort to convince everybody in the room and everybody in government that this sector needs to 
be supported. Congressman Salceda has indicated here that we have to develop people. We have to 
move the capability of people up and young people. I think, this the message that I would like to get 
across.  

Quintin Pastrana: Certainly, the value chain migration is something that the BPO and the BPM industries 
looking at. That is probably a parallel logic that you have to look at and there. What the challenges are. 
You have threats. There is automation you have other countries nipping at our heels. Philip (Soliven), 
you are in the agribusiness sector. One thing I noticed when I looked at our terminal is that you have a 
6.3% growth second quarter that is very much an improvement from the anemic last six years. You are 
also talking about one driver being 57% of that growth is driven by the increase in orders from 
machineries. It seems like that the agribusiness component is really moving quite nicely. What is your 
outlook as one who is really going to crop buying in terms of getting the farmers empowered and at the 
same time the industry moving forward? 

Philip Soliven: Thank you. When you look at the growth of the agricultural sector let us go for their back 
because over the past seven years, basically, average growth of agriculture sector is 1%. When you 
compared that with the 6.2% growth of the overall economy, obviously, agricultural sector has been 
lagging. Now, for us, one of the key areas that we think we need to focus on in the agricultural sector is 
about scale. Where we are already a major world power or a country that produces scale in agriculture. 
We should enhance that. Specific to that issue is around the coconut farming that we do. The Philippines 
and Indonesia are the two largest coconut producers and exporters in the world. We control 85% of the 
world’s supply. We have today legislation around the Coco Levy Funds and how we should use that. I 
agree that we should devote that to strengthening that particular sector. 26% of the agricultural land in 
the Philippines has coconuts planted on them and majority of those agricultural lands with coconut 
plants have nothing underneath the coconut tree. If you actually started a program which puts crops 
under the coconut tree, it could be corn, cacao, or coffee. You would potentially increase farmer 
incomes two or three-fold. It is a very straightforward approach. The Coco Levy Fund actually has the 
opportunity to be able to deploy in to that particular sector. It is an area that, I think, requires focus.  

Quintin Pastrana: Just a follow-up question because a lot of these things converged in terms of the way 
people look at Mindanao right now. You have a lot of arable land there. It recently got over the cocoa 
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epidemic but that is where majority of the plantations are as well. How do you see the infrastructure 
program giving some leverage to that sector in terms of getting the farmers to market to the copra mills 
and then to the end-users?  

Philip Soliven: The big losses in agriculture generally arise from post-harvest infrastructure deficiencies, 
farm to market roads and storage that is where most of losses are. I have read that losses are around 
20%. Investment there is quite important. I would like to point out one of the big issues around 
agriculture in the Philippines is actually the fact that the Philippines has 7.2 million hectares of farmland 
today. That is 2% of the farmland that is available in the United States. I bring up this issue because in 
the United States 80,000 farms constitute land that is more than 12 times entire farmland of the United 
States. In the Philippines, we have 5.5 million farms on those 7.2 million hectares that tells you that each 
farm is about 1.3 hectares in size. What is important there is the fact that in order to create the scale for 
that, the farmers in a certain community need be growing a certain crop a certain way. Once you do that 
then you can create scale and they can get more value for the product that they produce. 

Quintin Pastrana: Alright, thanks. One more aspect also is the demographics of the farm community, I 
think, the average of the farmers is still over 50 years old. It is a question of human resource 
mobilization. Before I open up the questions to the floor, Congressman Salceda, one of the things we 
worked on before I knew you when you were governor of Albay was the idea but climate adaptive 
infrastructure. The Build, Build, Build Program there is a lot of money coming a trillion and over 5% of 
GDP. How are we making sure that the infrastructure comes in is climate adaptive, sustainable, and will 
reach the end-user?  

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: Infrastructure per se already helps in adapting to the impacts of climate 
change. It is simply because the absence of infrastructure that makes people vulnerable, for example. 
Second, I think, we have enough policies already they just have to be implemented. This country has so 
many laws. In fact, every time we pass a law it is more like a rationalization act. We just keep on 
rationalizing so we can essentially adapt it to your changing, more permanent trends. In general, I think 
more infrastructures. Second, is implement the laws.  

Quintin Pastrana: Thank you, Congressman. Note that the process that the NEDA board is very 
interdisciplinary also and takes into account environmental angle. Now, we would like to open up the 
floor to questions. 

Panel 3: Open Forum 

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: I am Baltazar Endriga, formerly with SGV and the Cultural Center of the 
Philippines. I would like to direct this question to Mr. Schumacher, you mentioned that the creative 
industries have not been recognized by the government. How do you think the government should 
expect that recognition?  

Henry J. Schumacher: As I mentioned earlier, I think it is also our failure to get the message across, how 
big that industry is, how verified that industry is, and what potential of the industry is. I am not blaming 
anybody. I am just saying, we from the industry will have to get our act together then we have to 
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communicate with the rest of the world and the rest of the Philippines, including government and the 
lawmakers. Then maybe it is the time to complain.  

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: Should that be part of the Department of Trade and Industry, Department of 
Tourism, or should there be special legislation for it?  

Henry J. Schumacher: Maybe that can be discussed later. I think today, I am of the opinion that the 
Department of Trade and Industry is the main organization that has to see it. If you look at the sectors 
that are growing very fast at the moment that is game development that is graphic design, industrial 
design, and product design. Then the DTI will have to help us bring more of these excellent products to 
markets around the world for potential investors to see. “Hey the Philippines, we have to go there.” 

Quintin Pastrana: Congressman?  

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: Thank you. 

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: Baltazar, in fact there is an entire chapter in the Philippine Development Plan 
all on arts and culture. Second, I think, there is even a proposal of having a focus. It is really just the way 
we organize ourselves as people and too much baggage from highly politicize arts and culture 
organization that as a stumbling block for proceeding more strong in this one. 

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: Can you lead that effort?  

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: Yes.  

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: That would be great. 

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: In fact, during the first presentation on Dutertenomics there is a whole thing 
on the role of arts. As far as I am concerned, when I was an analyst for Swiss bank, there are 4 things to 
differentiate societies that prosper and that do not: (1) infrastructure, (2) science and technology and 
research and development, (3) arts and culture, and (4) sports.  

Q1 - Baltazar Endriga: Thank you. 

Quintin Pastrana: Thank you, Congressman. Thank you, Mr. Endriga. Henry (Schumacher), I just want to 
touch on what you were saying to me earlier about the industry structure being very different in the 
sense that there are not a lot of the industries staffed by organizations but individuals, freelancers. How 
do you get that human relations component together as an organization or as an industry to make sure 
that you can unify that voice and get the right government support that you need?  

Henry J. Schumacher: We have succeeded for the first time in many years as an industry to get together. 
I think that is an enormous step forward. Maybe that is not very Filipino. We have succeeded a long 
deadline that is a good part. The second part is we have to be very clear where is the next potential and 
where is disruptive industries coming up. I think, we will have to help each other to understand how the 
interaction has to be with regard to artificial intelligence and the KPM sector because that is related. 
From that point of view, I am very happy to have advertising being part of it. I am very happy that the 
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game developers, the animation people, and the designers are all together. The Philippines has so much 
creative possibilities. We just have to use it properly.  

Quintin Pastrana: Congressman? 

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: First, if you look at the Universal Access that will put the Philippines at 4.4% of 
GDP–state investment in education–that virtually 0.6 away from the UNESCO idea, which is 5%. 
Therefore, there is a lot of money being poured not just we put on the basic, the secondary, and the K-
12. Now we are putting it on tertiary. The whole value chain. There has to be, I think, some academe 
and industry linkages that will essentially incentivize people, informed people or informed academe of 
these courses that will essentially allow them to take advantage of the growth potential in the creative 
industries. Second, there is an entire section on the Science for the People Program, which is actually a 
Php642 billion program and one of the most ambitious for this administration. There is a Science for 
Change. There is one section out of eleven, one for creative industries. Third, I hope, which is more 
critical to me, is how do you spur this one? I think the biggest driver is to allow cross-pollination of ideas 
to faster internet and having a last mile or a third player. There is no way we can spur this if there are 
supply rigidities, especially in the circulation of ideas, because even a bright guy in the farthest part of 
Bicol region if he has an internet will certainly be able to take advantage of the opportunities 
somewhere in Macedonia.  

Quintin Pastrana: Back to the infrastructure question and the level playing field, calling the Philippine 
Competition Commission.  

Henry J. Schumacher: Can I just add to that? I think the exciting part is also that if we talk about 5 
million people involved in this sector at the moment. A large number are basically people not employed 
are freelancers. If you look at the international websites, you always have the majority of the freelancer 
on those websites are Filipino creative people. I think, Congressman, we also need incubators and help 
these people to get from the creative stage, out of the ground, and then make them visible for angels. I 
am not talking about that government has to invest. I am talking about that private sector is then willing 
to move in.  

Quintin Pastrana: Congressman? 

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: During the first month of the Duterte administration, I prepared a huge report 
called Dutertenomics and said, “If I were president I will put three Php20 billions: Php20 billion for 
business incubation, Php20 billion for arts and sciences, and Php20 billion for sports development.” But 
right now as I go through the entire political economy in Congress, I increasingly think last mile 
backbones is very critical. I can see that. I can feel that. I think, that is why the PSA, which is the Public 
Service Act amendment is very critical because it can certainly take away any investment rigidity, 
obstacle, or hindrance to the entry of a new player. Second, I think the entire funding for the 
educational sector can easily be tweaked towards. Third, social culture it does fit the Philippines because 
we are fond of staying with our parents. In short, a gig economy is actually compatible with the way the 
clan-ist character of the Filipinos because if you want to stay at home for free and still do business, what 
is more perfect than the current Filipino way. 
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Quintin Pastrana: Thanks, Congressman. Gentlemen, there is one thing I wanted to talk about and touch 
base now on the agriculture and the tourism sector. One thing that is also driving those industries 
forward is ASEAN integration. On our 50th year you have the Kuala Lumpur Declaration 2025. What are 
your roadmaps in terms of looking at ASEAN itself as cross-fertilization ground, more importantly trading 
partners, and at the same time getting more tourist arrivals from the region? 

Philip Soliven: The ASEAN integration clearly provides an opportunity. There are obviously risk 
associated with essentially free trade across the ASEAN borders but it also provides an opportunity for 
Philippine agriculture to prosper as well. In the ASEAN integration story, a company like ourselves will 
look at the place to actually make an investment and investment could be both for the domestic market 
and for the overseas market. Recently we decided to make an investment in poultry processing. We are 
doing something with Jollibee, we are building the largest poultry processing facility in the Philippines. 
The advantage that we have now is that as we see that our ability to produce chickens becomes more 
competitive that facility, which is now for domestic use can then become made available for export of 
cooked chicken products. What is important to understand though is that when you are looking at 
investing in this market for the region you have to up the standard. You have to basically produce 
product to higher quality, looking at science and technology is going to be very important.  

Quintin Pastrana: Yes, those standards and scaling up, especially with investments you have. 
Undersecretary, in terms of tourism in the region?  

DOT Usec. Rolando Cañizal: I agree with Philip (Soliven) that the ASEAN integration posts a lot of 
opportunities, most especially for the tourism sector. However, while we try to attract more ASEAN 
tourists to come into the country, what we are also looking at is in terms of how will be able to maximize 
the opportunity of non-ASEANs going into ASEAN region coming into the Philippines. One of the very 
critical issues here is in terms of travel facilitation. We need to really open up more our skies for more 
international carriers to come into the country. Second, is in terms of visa entry. We need to agree, most 
especially the ASEAN countries, to work on a harmonize visa policy for non-ASEAN countries so that they 
will be able to move around the ten countries in ASEAN. Eventually, the Philippines will be the prime 
beneficiary of this kind of initiative because we are much closer to the market of China, Japan, and 
Korea. Third, is in terms of how we will be able to really maximize the infrastructure development within 
the region. There other countries in the ASEAN region where infrastructure is still very backward but 
here in the Philippines we are trying to really double the investments in infrastructure, most especially 
in roads and airport development. We hope that those kind of initiatives will be able to be completed at 
the soonest as possible time so that will be able to gain that opportunity.  

Quintin Pastrana: This is not going to the vacuum as well, you got the belt and road initiatives of China 
as well coming in play. How do you maximize that? That is to be an ongoing question. Congressman, did 
you want to add something?  

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: We are not doing badly in tourism. Strip out ASEAN traffic, we are not that bad. 
In other words, we are competitive in the non-ASEAN tourism. It is really in the ASEAN because we do 
not have the land advantage. Right now, Kampuchea is beating us already in terms of numbers that is 
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simply because of their availability of land mobility. What we missed on is China market. If you asked 
me, where did we go wrong? We missed the China market.  

Quintin Pastrana: Henry (Schumacher), one last thing on ASEAN integration also is the creative 
industries. One of the things that ASEAN integration does is the people to people exchanges. You 
mentioned a lot of freelancers and individuals in the creative industries. Is there a part of the roadmap 
propagating those creative industries outside the Philippines and having them spread branches there 
since we are really a creative hub? You are thinking spokes outside?  

Henry J. Schumacher: We see that Vietnam and Malaysia are ahead in a number of creative industries 
and how they are poaching it. At least we can learn from there. The last thing that I would like to see is 
that the creative people from the Philippines are moving to Singapore, make that a creative hub, and 
then so on. I guess to make creative industries in the Philippines meet that growth potential, we have to 
bring the people back or we have to develop the people here.  

Quintin Pastrana: Fair points.  

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: I agree. I do not even want to call it hybrid that is why if you look at the NEDA 
resolution. Suddenly, BCDA called it as build and transfer programs because it is covered by the law. It 
can be called as hybrid. This one addresses virtually everybody’s concern including competition policy. 
The main concern are: first, there are only four bidders, same faces all the time. Therefore, the 
oligarchic character of the PPP market is what bothers them. Sometimes some of these projects are 
virtually fitted to suit certain oligarchic interest. I think, that is the principal driving fear because if you 
can see some of the trends that we set in place, we are going better FDI. If you want the FDI to support 
infrastructure, it is not a loan. In short, the only way you can harness the FDI, half of it is really is 
retained earnings. It is really to open up it to PPP Second, if you want to raise Php8 trillion and to get a 
tax of Php8 trillion, you have to tax Php72 trillion. Why do you not just allow the Php6.3 trillion to be 
open up to PPP and then you do not have to tax everyone. From a pragmatic businessman perspective, a 
PPP should be part of the buffet. I am bringing my presentation to everyone that matters. I have 
presented it to Diokno. I presented it to DOF. Pernia is supportive already. The DOF has a little concern 
only, the doctrine of best interest that is essentially the driving wedge between getting this PPP across 
but if you want to really drive infrastructure you have to have to do PPP in this country.  

Quintin Pastrana: Alright, your presentation and reaction were very well received it seems but if you 
just could have a closing remark in terms of where you see the industry by the end of President 
Duterte’s term. Where do you see the industry itself? You are looking at a very ambitious program of 
reducing the poverty rate by 16% from the high of 21%. Your industry itself, where do you see the 
outcomes and improvements the way you are planning it right now. Philip (Soliven)? 

Philip Soliven: We are very heartened by the fact that the government is very focused on agriculture, 
very focused on investing at the countryside. We think that is very important. We see some legislation 
around free irrigation. Free irrigation itself can be quite helpful what is important to understand is it 
drives investments and what to farm. When you give free irrigation you have to be able to sustain the 
free irrigation program through multiple administrations that is critical because what will happen is, in 
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some crops, if you cut off the irrigation at a certain point then it will be a total loss for the investments. 
In the case of free irrigation, we think it is important. We think it is going to be good in general but it has 
to be sustainable.  

Quintin Pastrana: Thank you, Philip (Soliven). Henry (Schumacher)?  

Henry J. Schumacher: From our point of view, we are working on the vision 2030 so that is beyond the 
2022 but we have midterm and long term perspectives. The BPM/KPM sector is an excellent example of 
how things can move and should move. I would like to see the value of creative industries being in that 
area where the BPO/BPM or KPM industry is today in terms of number of people we will be in far ahead.  

Quintin Pastrana: You have your benchmark and your peg. Undersecretary?  

DOT Usec. Rolando Cañizal: Based on our National Tourism Development Plan up to 2022, which is we 
are currently implementing. We hope we will be able to reach 10 million international arrivals in about 
89 million domestic travellers. Hopefully, we will be able to increase the contribution of tourism from 
the current 8.6% to more than 10% of GDP and employing additional 1.5 million Filipinos. The critical 
part here is in terms of government spending, we look at government spending around Php700 billion in 
various infrastructure to support airport, seaport, and road development across the country.  

Quintin Pastrana: Okay, while rising tide lifts all boat and you guys are battleships on the bay. 
Congressman, final words?  

Rep. Joey Sarte Salceda: If you get the TRAIN out of the Senate for some modest gains and whatever is 
the gap, we can do PPP. This country can easily do 8-10% GDP. What we are missing is: first, there are 
simply no technocrats and bureaucrats. Second, our labor force does not have the skill that is why all the 
solutions I made is to get the structural rigidities off. Therefore, it is really on the supply side that we are 
trying to focus on through universal access on tertiary education because it is very critical in various 
departments. If you do the capacity assessments, there are very few technocrats and very few 
bureaucrats that will drive the growth that is needed in order to achieve an 8-10% GDP. There are 
enough economic models that suggest if this country does 7% public goods to GDP, we will easily hit 8-
10% GDP. Provided, those intermediate variables are there. This is availability of skilled labor force and 
managerial skills.  

Quintin Pastrana: Congressman, thank you for the fundamentals. Ladies and gentlemen, let us give a 
round of applause to our distinguished panel. Thank you very much for your leadership and your 
remarks. 

 

 

 

 


